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Chit fund calculator for 10 lakhs

Chit funds are a very widely used investment and loan system in India. In chit funds, a group of people agree with the value of chit each head over the period to arrive at EMI. Each month Chit will be open for auctions and people in the group will participate in the auction. This way anyone, needs that month's money they will auction for a high bid value. Here I have been included
in the Quick Chit Benefits and Return Calculator in an Excel sheet that can be useful for anyone who already participates in Chit or wants to evaluate chit funds returns. Total Chit Amount 50000 No. Of Chit members 20 No.of EMIs (once per every member i.e. 1 x no.of members) 20 EMI (Total Chit Amount/No.of Members or EMIs) 2500 Chit Organizer commission (5% of Chit
amount every month) 2500 Current Bank Interest Rate for Regular FD (Annual) 9.25 Month Number EMI Overall EMI Till that Month Bank interest Till Date Overall EMI with interest Till that Month 1 2500 2500 19 2519 2 2500 5019 39 5058 3 2500 7558 58 7616 4 2500 10116 78 10194 5 2500 12694 98 12792 6 2500 15292 118 15410 7 2500 17910 138 18048 8 2500 20548 158
20706 9 2500 23206 179 23385 10 2500 25885 200 26085 11 2500 28585 220 28805 12 2500 31305 241 31546 13 2500 34046 262 34309 14 2500 36809 284 37093 15 2500 39593 305 39898 16 2500 42398 327 42725 17 2500 45225 349 45573 18 2500 48073 371 48444 19 2500 50944 393 51336 20 2500 53836 415 54251 Total 18 50000 4251 Using Chit funds to make
more revenue You take chit funds during the Fourth of 4 months you take chit on the total bid of 3000 Sum you get in the second month of 47000 Monthly Benefits if you deposit that amount at 36 No. months left in your Whole Bank chit 16 The benefits you earn on a deposit you made out of your total chit 5797 Returns from Chits 52797 Let's Say you have two chips commission
going on in c chits 2 Worth the benefits you earn from the chits 5000 Chit commission organizer to remove 2500 Total benefit returns from chit 55297 Total benefits from chit (2 500 Return on overall benefits from chit (without organizer commission) 57797 Overall Benefits 7797 Overall % benefits 15.6% Excel Sheet Calculator: Other useful references: Source: How Chi Funds work
and What is the Last Chi Fund Updated on 21 September 2016 Calculator 2016This returns the CAGR value based on chit fund cash flow using the functions XIRR and IRR Excel. Even if you're not interested in chit funds (good for you!), if you're someone who uses Excel to calculate returns (any financial instruments), I strongly urge you to play with this calculator as it highlights
estimate returns for complex cash flow. Credit:Reader R. Siva Prasad, asking me to make this calculator to try and make sense of the returns on chit funds. Earlier, The Day reader sent a video link insisting on the limitations of XIRR and THE IRR when he saw my Investment (XIRR) Calculator motivation: I'm not a fan of chit funds. I did this for two reasons: Siva Prasad asked her
and I saw it as a perfect example to describe the limitations of return calculations for complex cash flow and therefore the functions of XIRR and IRR! There are no Excels offences. That's just the way the cookie collapses. Primary fund chit: The way chit funds operate a messaging me. A group of people gathered and decided to pay the same amount of money for several months.
Each month a group member bids for the amount collected. People with the lowest offers receive amounts after de-deprection of commissions or operating charges and can no longer participate in bidding. The remaining amount is distributed equally to all members. How the calculator works: CAGR uses Excels IRR: If you want to assume payments and receipts each month are
made on the same date then you don't have to enter payment dates and receipts. However, I strongly suggest that you do. CAGR uses Excels XIRR: In this case the payment date and receipt must be entered (along with the amount of course!). Keep an eye on the results! Download Chit Fund Returns Calculator Using this calculator service your friends or clients not to use
chit.think funds about XIRR and IRR limitations! Bottom line: Don't get into chit fund schemes looking for returns. It's one thing to get bad returns, quite another when you can't count them! Share if you find this useful For a short time, enjoy 40% discount on our online courses: Goal-based portfolio management! Join a 1863 member and get clarity on how to plan your goals and
achieve the necessary corpus no matter what the market situation!! Watch the first lecture for free! One-time payment of Rs. 3000 Rs. 1800 only. No recurring fees! Lifelong access to videos (10+ hours content) in exclusive Facebook Groups! Reduce fear, uncertainty and doubt while investing! Learn how to plan your goals before and after retiring with confidence. Use our Robo
Advisor Excel Template for startup financial plans until completion! Joining our course in exclusive Facebook Group!520+ members are now part of our new course, How to get people to pay for your skills! (watch the first lecture for free). Learn how to get people to pay for your skills! Whether you're a professional or small business owner who wants more customers through online
visibility or a person with a paylock wanting a side income or passive income, we'll show how to achieve by showcasing skills build a community that trusts you and pays you! Want to check if the market is evaluated or undervalued? Use our market valuation tool (will work with any index!) or you buy new Buy/Sell Tactical time tools! We publish mutual fund screens and momentum,
stock screens of low volatility each month About Author M. Pattabiraman (PhD) are founders, founders, editor and lead author of freefincal. He is an associate professor at the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras. since August 2006. In relation to it via Twitter or Linkedin Pattabiraman has co-authored two print books, you can also be rich in goal-based investments (CNBC TV18)
and Gamechanger and seven other free e-books on various money management topics. He is the patron and co-founder of Fe-only India an organization to promote unbiased and commission-free investment advice. He held free money management sessions for corporate companies and associations on the basis of money management. Previous engagements include the World
Bank, RBI, BHEL, Asian Paint, Cognizant, Atomic Madras Power Station, Honeywell, Tamil Nadu Investors Association, IIST Alumni Association. For speaking engagement writing to pattu [at] freefincal [dot] com About freefincal &amp; content policy Freefincal is a News Media Organization dedicated to providing original analysis, reports, reviews and insights into developments in
mutual funds, stocks, investments, retirement and personal finance. We do so without conflicts of interest and bias. Follow us on Google News Freefincal serves more than a million readers a year (2.5 million page views) with articles based only on factual information and detailed analysis by its authors. All statements made will be verified from reliable and knowledgeable sources
prior to publication. Freefincal does not publish any types of paid articles, promotions or PR, satire or opinions without data. All opinions submitted will only be concluded by verifiable evidence/data and can be resurrected. Contact information: letter {at} freefincal {dot} com (sponsored posts or paid cooperation will not be entertained) In relation to us on social media Our Publishing
Can Be Rich Also with Goal-Based Investments Published by CNBC TV18, The book aims to help you ask the right questions, find the right answers and because it comes with nine online calculators, you can also create custom solutions for your lifestyle! Get it now. It is also available in Kindle format. Gamechanger: Forget Startup, Join Corporate &amp; Surviving The Rich Life
You Want This Book to be meant for young people to get their basics from day one! It will also help you travel to exotic places at low cost! Get it or a gift to the ultimate guide of young earneryour for Travel This is an in-depth dive analysis into holiday planning, finding cheap flights, budget accommodation, what to do when traveling, how to travel slowly better financially and
psychologically with links to websites and hand-holdings at every step. Get pdf for Rs 199 (instant download) Free android application Chit Value (Chit Value) = Rs.5 lakh (10K x 50) Duration = 50 months Member = 50 (No of Months &amp; No of members should be the same) Foreman must apply to the Chits Registrar for previous Restriction Order, along with Deposits equal to
Chit Value (in the case of above Rs.5 lakh) and the required forms/documents including net worth statements. &amp;Terms The terms of the chit agreement should also be accepted by the Chits Registrar ONLY after Receiving the Previous Sanctions, Foreman may begin to secure business. Also, after joining all members of the Chit group, it is necessary to file/register each Chit
Agreement with the Registrar. Contributions in this case are initially Rs.10k per month per member- Called Installment (subscription). In the first month, the collection will be given to one of the members through a process called auction (bidding) to identify who offers the highest discount. He is called the Highest Bidder/Prized Customer. 40% is the maximum discount any person
can quote (by Law) Let us assume in the given example, the auction is confirmed at a 30% discount. (The discount amount is Rs.1.5 lakh) So, of the collected Rs.5 lakh, Rs. 3.5 lac goes to the highest bidder (Prized Client), Rs. 25000(5% of Rs. 5 lac) going to Foreman (company) and the remaining Rs.1.25 lac will be equally distributed to all 50 members. Each member will get
Rs.2500 (125000/50) because of his income called Dividends &amp; Dividends; will be credited to chitnya account. So next month, he will have to pay only Rs.7500(10000-2500) instead of 10k.
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